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Interactive lighting offers us new ways to interact with lights
in our environment; however, it also gives new ways for our
environments to interact with us. We propose using interactive lighting for feedback during gesture interaction, illuminating the space around devices for feedback. We discuss
examples of interactive lighting in gesture interfaces and
present the Gesture Thermostat, a gesture interface which
uses interactive lighting to give around-device feedback.
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Introduction

Beyond the Switch: Explicit and Implicit Interaction with Light workshop at
NordiCHI ’14. October 26, 2014, Helsinki, Finland.

Interactive lighting lets us interact with light sources in our
environments in new ways, for example adjusting lighting
with mobile phone applications [5] and hand gestures [1].
We think interactive lighting also gives interfaces in our environments a new way to interact with us, using light to give
feedback about interaction. LEDs embedded in devices and
connected light sources can be highly expressive, allowing
user interfaces to give us rich and attractive feedback while
we interact with them.

In our research we focus on gesture interfaces using mid-air
hand movements, for example gestures over mobile phones
or near household interfaces. Gesture interfaces especially
can benefit from interactive light feedback as their users
are often interacting from a distance, where other types of
visual feedback may be less noticeable. Interactive light
can illuminate the space around these devices, increasing
the effective display size and giving easily noticed visual
cues. Light is also less obtrusive than audio feedback and,
unlike tactile feedback, does not require additional technology. Our paper looks at some examples of light being
used in gesture interfaces and we show how we can build on
these interfaces to use interactive light as a useful output
modality. We also introduce our Gesture Thermostat as an
example of interactive light feedback.

Interactive light feedback was given implicitly from Grace [1],
an interactive lamp. As users gestured to adjust light given
from the lamp (e.g. decreasing brightness), they were given
feedback in real time as ambient light changed in response
to gestures. Connected lamps could also be used to give
feedback for other gesture interfaces, particularly those with
no physical representation in a room (e.g. whole-home gesture sensing with WiSee [7]). Gesture interfaces could
take advantage of interactive lighting connectivity by annexing [6] light sources for giving users feedback.

Related Work
Light has been used to extend the displays of small devices
by illuminating surrounding surfaces. Qin et al. [8] used
lights around a mobile phone to show off-screen content
and to give visual hints about how to gesture around the
device. During incoming phone calls, users could accept or
reject calls by touching the table surface beside the phone.
Green and red light showed users which side to touch to
accept and reject calls. ambiPad [4] used light around a
tablet to enhance on-screen content.
We think around-device light could also be used to give
users feedback while they gesture. Users gesturing from
across the room (e.g. with Surround-See [9]) would benefit
from more noticeable feedback in a larger area and users
gesturing closer to the display (e.g. with HoverFlow [3])
could receive visual cues without already limited screen
space being used for gesture feedback. We build on Dynamic Ambient Lighting [8] by using interactive light feedback for dynamic gesture feedback rather than static cues.

Figure 1: Rainbowfish [2] glowing green to show gesture
acceptance as users gesture over the surface.

Interactive surfaces have also used light to give feedback
about gestures above the surface. Rainbowfish [2] used
LEDs to give visual feedback as hands hovered over it.
Lights created a “shadow” which followed users’ hands and
light was used to show gesture acceptance (Figure 1) or rejection. In our work we focus on giving similar visual cues
in the space surrounding devices. Light feedback around
devices extends the display space and keeps the display free
for interactive content.

Gesture Thermostat
In our paper we have shown that interactive lighting could
be used to give feedback during gesture interaction by illuminating the space around devices. We think interactive
light feedback can benefit gesture interfaces by extending the display space, making feedback more noticeable
as users gesture from a distance. Interactive light feedback also means devices with small displays do not have
to take screen space away from on-screen content. As an
example of interactive light feedback we present the Gesture Thermostat (Figure 2). The Gesture Thermostat is
the first gesture interface which uses light to give dynamic
around-device feedback during interaction.

though turning a dial), LEDs embedded around the edge illuminate the surrounding wall to give users feedback about
their gestures.
Interactive Light Feedback Design
As people are sensed by the thermostat, its lights turn on at
a low brightness using white light. This is intended to reveal
the interface to potential users without being obtrusive and
distracting. If people show no intention to interact with the
thermostat, all lights fade out.

Figure 3: Gesture Thermostat giving interactive light
feedback. The red light shows the current thermostat setting.
Figure 2: Gesture Thermostat giving interactive light
feedback. The blue light shows the current thermostat setting.

As the name suggests, the Gesture Thermostat is a thermostat which users can interact with using hand gestures
from across the room. Thermostats are typically small with
limited display capabilities so interactive light feedback is
ideal for communicating with users. As users gesture at our
thermostat (by rotating their hand to the left or right, as

If users raise their hand to gesture, however, all lights begin
to pulse gently. This light behaviour is intended to show
users that the thermostat is aware of their hand movements.
A single point of light shows the current thermostat setting,
using blue light if on the left side of the thermostat dial
(Figure 2) and red light if on the right side of the thermostat
dial (Figure 3). Blue and red light pulses continuously along
with the white light to show continued responsiveness.

We also use light to give feedforward, hinting to users how
to use the thermostat. If users do not gesture within a few
seconds of activating the interface, light starts to move
around the thermostat dial. Starting at the twelve-o’clock
position, lights turn on in sequence moving anti-clockwise
(in blue, suggesting cooler temperatures) until six-o’clock,
before starting again in a clockwise direction (in red, suggesting warmer temperatures) until six-o’clock. These animations show the effect of turning the hand to the left
(decrease temperature) and right (increase temperature).

be used by other interfaces for output. We would also like
to see others use interactive light to illuminate their interfaces with light feedback, giving users useful and attractive
visual feedback from a distance.

Our interactive light feedback uses several characteristics of
light to help users gesture. Spatial location of light around
the thermostat dial is used to show the current thermostat
setting. We use iconic colour (blue and red, for cold and
hot) to reinforce the thermostat metaphor and provide additional cues. Animation shows continued responsiveness
to gestures (gently pulsing white light) and also gives hints
about gesturing. Initial usability evaluations found that interactive light feedback is aesthetically pleasing and helps
users gesture effectively, by showing system attention and
responsiveness to gestures.
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Conclusion
Interactive lighting can be used to give users feedback during gesture interaction. Gesture interfaces can illuminate
their surroundings using embedded lights or control light
from connected light sources, giving users easy to notice
visual cues. Small devices in particular can benefit from
interactive light feedback as ambient light increases the
display size, is noticeable from across the room and keeps
the main display free for other content. We discussed examples of gesture interfaces which use light for feedback
and illustrated interactive light feedback with a gesture interface of our own, the Gesture Thermostat. We encourage
interactive light designers to consider how their lights may
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